Terms & Conditions Annex 1. (Services)
This document details the Services and their features that are available on the
www.b-cube.ai Website.
Last Updated: 15. 09. 2021.
Trading Signal Service (“Signal”)
The Trading Signal Service is located within the website, within the Signal Trading tab.
The prices of the Weekly, Monthly and Quarterly subscriptions are displayed as free
users, for which the User can subscribe with the Upgrade button. The free user can only
see past trades. If the User is subscribed, real-time signals are displayed in green.
Historical performance is also displayed on a graph that is updated by trade.
The graph is showing the Cumulative performance by investing 30% of the capital for
low risk signals, 15% for medium risk signals and 5% for high risk signals. Trading fees
not included. Historical performance does not guarantee future results.
Historical performance and real-time signals are displayed in tabular form. The table
shows the following information: When the Signal was created, When was it Updated, Its
Type, Its Crypto, Its Unit, Its Range Low, Range High, Leverage Low, Leverage High,
Targets, Stop Loss level (SL), Risk, Closing State, Performance (in percentage).
Trading Bot Service (“Bot”)
The Trading Bot Service is located within the website, within the Bot Trading tab.
By clicking on the Show More button you can see more information about the Bots. In
the “Monitoring” window, the User’s own Cryptocurrency exchange account can be
integrated to the Bot by clicking the “Connect to exchange” button. Clicking on “How to
setup the Bot?” gives access a multi-step guide on how to integrate the Bot. If the
connection is successful, the Exchange status changes to “Connected”. If the
subscription is successful, the bot status changes to “Active”
In the Statistics window, performance information is available in percentages. These are
Best trade, Worst trade, Average trade, Average monthly returns, Overall performance.
The information on the minimum and maximum investments required to use the Bot
can be found under the [Bot name] window.
Historical performance is also displayed on a graph that is updated by trade. The graph
is showing the Cumulative performance based only on live trade data, no backtest
results, with 20% of the capital invested with 7x leverage.

Including trading fees (0,075%), funding fees (0,01% / 8 hours) and slippage (0,095%).
Historical performance does not guarantee future results.
Historical performance and real-time trades are displayed in tabular form. The table
shows the following information: the opening and closing date, traded Pair, Side, Entry
price, Exit price, Performance (in percentages).
For the sake of clarity, the performance graph, overall performance, monthly average
returns are calculated by cumulating the returns on each trade. They are not showing
returns on one’s own portfolio balance, equity.
Customization of the Bot: Through the website, the customer can change the Bot
settings. Changing Bot settings can increase your risk. As a result of the increased risk,
the client may lose even his/her entire capital. Adjustable settings: [Leverage;
Percentage of your available balance to invest in each signal, depending on the risk level
of the signal; Distribution of the investment made in a signal for each entry prices
(LONG), Distribution of the investment made in a signal for each entry prices (SHORT)].
In the Dashboard of the Website, the User can see the bots she/he has subscribed to,
the Portfolio Allocation and the Staking Status.
During the Staking Program, the User will connect and lock their tokens for a specified
amount and time, for which they will be entitled to free Bot services based on the
number of tokens staked.

Changes to the Service features
We reserve the right, at our sole discretion, to modify or replace this Service document
at any time.

